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A R e v i e w o f J a c o "b i ' s 
" T H S O J I J S E F D H C I I 0 II U K E l l I ? -
E I C A R U H " . 
HA 
E (1 w a r d ? i B c h e r. 
Rooiot S2am 
Jacobi introduces the subject of elliptic trans-
formations "by stating the work already done in the field 
and what he expects to accomplish. The first type of 
siderable attention. Abel and Legendre investigated the 
change in value for various values of k and j!>9 and by com-
parison of these values endeavored to obtain a general re-
lation. Abel also by such comparison of values worked on 
the addition and multiplication of the integrals. Jacob! 
accepted the results obtained by them and used them for his 
elliptic formulas. 
Theproblem which confronted Jacobi W8S to obtain a 
general value of y as w a rational integral function of 
3C so that ^ 
elliptic integral had already received con-
That is the tranformation was to be of the form: 
the coefficients 8 9 8 v 9 a v v i .b.b'jb11 
to be determined* Each different transformation would 
determine a different relation between the moduli (k). 
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/ if x. 
The second degree transformation ^ 2 -^T^ST^^ 
W8S already well known 8nd legendre had "been 8ble to work 
out a similar transformation of the third degree, and by 
combinations and repeated applications of these two sub-
stitutions a substitution of any degree which was product 
of a power of three by 8 power of two could be obtained. 
Jacob!fs problem was to prove that such a substitution 
existed, whatever the degree of the transformation. 
-The Beginnings of the Transformation.-
In this section it is shown that by the general sub-
stitution y- ̂  where U and V are rational integral functions 
of x the transformation may be so determined that 
( where M is a rational function of x ). Later it is proved 
that M is 8 constant. 
U 
If we make the substitution y = y the given expression 
1 , 0 0 0 , 1 , 8 8 1 A'T»«. B-t4 fo'^Fi D-703 « E'V* — ^ . Sifcg* 
We must find out whether it is possible to so determined 
U and V that all but four of the factors under the radical 
will be equ8l in psirs so that they will come out of the 
radical. 
let the degree of U be p and of V be m so that m ^ p 
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The degree under the radical would be 4p. i f a l l t u t f o u r 
factors are to be in pairs it means that conditions will 
be imposed on 2p-2 factors, and if 2p-2 conditions are ful-
filled it must be possible to obtain that many equations 
between the coefficients in U and V. The number of coe-
fficients including the constant terra in U will be p 4 1 
and the number in V will be m 4 1 . The total number then 
will be m4p42 but one of the constants may be determined as 
U 
1 without changing — > leaving m4p4l undertermined constants. 
Since the number of conditions to be fulfilled is 2p-2, m 
might be equal to any one of the numbers p-3,p-2,p-l and ift 
giving the numbers of undertermined coefficients as 2p-2f 
2p-l,2£,and 2p41 respectively. The first two cases are 
untenable for when the functions U and V are found which are 
consistent with the form prescribed for the qusnity under 
the radical, if we substitute in plsce of x, where 
do»+§ are arbitrary constants the degrees of U and V are 
not changed at all, nor is the number of duplicate factors 
under the radical changed. Since these are the only con-
ditions imposed upon the expression we mast tske two more 
conditions to allow for the introduction of these arbitrary 
constants, and m must be either equal to p-1 or p. The former 
case may be reduced to the latter by the substitution in 
place of x • This substitution would make the 
degree of U the same as that of V if m4l equals p but would 
not change the degree ofV; and it allows for the introduction 
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of three constants; \ • From these arguments 
we can drew the general conclusion that the form 
a + * x + <*- x + -f arfjc • 
whatever number p is, may "be 
so determined that As. <^O 
constant. r ~ r 
Where M is a rational function of x, and that three of 
the coefficients of the x fs may be arbitrarily choson. 
- To Determine M -
For the esses mentioned before where p is of the 
form * 3\%i*+o H h8S already been determined as a con-
stant. We will now show that tinder the above general 
substitution M is still a 
For convenience let 
We have shown just above that Y by the type of substitution 
used may be reduced to ft + < ^ + G X F ) " T " W H E R E 
T is a rational function of x f and also we know that 
V M ) - I U V ± 1 . 
From this we get M = — ~ - -rirr^* *V 
The degree of T is 2p-2 andy||-ujLy cannot be of greater 
degree since M is a rational fiB^gaa: function of x. 
We may suppose U and V to have no common factor 
since if one existed we could remove it without altering 
the value of y in the substitution. Let the expression 
A'+ft'̂ t C K £ ^ * be resolved into its linesr 
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factors A'(>-^(-$\)C'-*l?Ct~*^ whence 
There exists no factor which is common to two of the 
quantities'-.^ V-^M-^V-Jdainoe it would then divide 
"both U and V which is contrary to the supposition made 
that they had no common factor. And so when Y is di-
-p«ir- of tcjo-a I 
vided "by someAlineer factorsit is necessary that one of 
the quantities /-«'0 ; V- P ^ N^-f'cJ, V-$'(J also 
contain it. 
By the following equations: 
rt'j/iuW i-U-<*'0) ,» ,<«tU Which are obtained 
tM-*«'ik " ^ U r ^ - U * * by the addition.and 
<WV - ft' 0) *-° *• CV - ̂  11. v/ ̂  ., ̂  subtraction of /U ^ v * - u V N " u £*. from the right hand 
it follows that a factor which divides any of the four 
factors of Y and its differential divides also the quartity 
,<uJ r AW 
V^-'-'Z*' Since no two of these four quantities contain 
common factors both members of any pair of factors of Y 
must be in some one of these four quantities. If a factor 
is containerize quantity it is also contained in its 
first derivative. Since the product of all these factors 
occuring tv/ice in Y h8S been assumed to be T f I itself 
divides V - (J ^ but we have seen before that the 
AO ,,<tV 
rank of 2 could not be less than that of V ̂  - Uj£ whence 
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To reduce the expression " :rr~7Z T/-. ̂ into the 
more simple form - means of the substit-
ution t.ff 
Y/e must determine the modulus k end constant M in 
terms of the given constants <*, £ since in 
this esse p is 2 when we place 
it is evident thst hi is a constant for ̂  - ,/dLO 7l4l/ 
end M could then "be put under the radical without in-
creasing the degree of the radical. We csn also see 
from this result a fact previously derived in a different 
way that the degree of V must "be at least as large as 
p-1 since if it were less the degree of V — - 0 33^ would 
be not greater than 2p-3 which would make the degree less 
than that of T ( which is 2p-2). 
We h8ve now provenMthe fundamental theorem in the 
theory of transformation of elliptic functions1' namely: 
It is possible so to determine the form 
<y+ x + ^ o^^Y* 
"•ft - J T T ! — i whatever number p is 
«> that ^ ck^ 
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It rosy "be noted thst any one of the constants A f3 fC fD 
may be arbitrarily chosen. 
We have seen that two of the factors 0-^,0'i^d-M 
would have to be perfect squares. Then let 
(j. y v = c o * ~*>>* t/- s v - 'Do+ ix) 1 . 
For the other two factors U- <*V and U-SV apparently either 
of two cases would be possible. ,\ , , , 
( where A,B,C & D are constants ) 
but the 1st must be rejected for that would make 
O-CLV ^_ * A C<-x*) 
(J-£ V r V ^ ^ O- K Y ) which would 
leave y unchanged when x changes to -x. This is shown to 
be absurd from these euustions 
J - T V " ?-J z P 
in which the value of y does change for the change of x 
into -x. Therefore we will use the following equations: 
(\) U - et V - A 0- *)C- *Kj 
Cay U~ -f V " ( S C H 
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Letting x - 1 this becomes 
Letting x =^L the quotient becomes 
Whence 
Similarly 
If we select the positive vslue for m we must tske the 
negative value for n since if m = n 
If in (I) we set x - 1 or 1 U becomes equal to«V 
Dividing equation (3) by (Z) 
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If we let x= + 1 we get from (l)U= V whence 
If we let x * -1 we get from (2) TJ- V whence 
By multiplying equations (I) & (II) together we get 
We may put 
quantities 
will equal 
for we could determine one of the 
srbitrarily 8nd in that case D 
By dividing (I) by (II) we ob-
Le A,3,C & D a] 
tain 
whence 
Substituting these values of m and n in this equation 
we get 
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To determine A & B let x s £ in (l),(2),(3),(4) 
then from (3) 
Prom 
Prom 
Prom 
Then 
And (b) 
(a) 
But 
Similarly 
Substituting these values in (a) & (b) and solving for 
A & B we obtain -
and ' 
Which give us the values of the unknown constants A,B fC fD,& k 
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To Transform the Expression ^l^T^^into yfT^^K'V? 
It hss siresdy been shown thst a substitution of the type 
o< A- *. + a. v -t- • • - a. 7 (J 
^ _ *± ... 
will transform r77~o^"^ij^7--"rvy * into ir—« 7 ~x* TCI*'<r"Z 
He will now find the transformation which will change the 
more simple form )JY^VO-l^^^ i n*° ^ o r^7^^^/r^* x^^he 
value of k and M depend on the degree of the transformation 
as well as upon the given coefficients A 1 fB f fC 1 fDf f & E f. 
There are two types of transformations which will sat-
isfy the requirements; one in which the denominator is of 
1 larger degree th8n the numerator ( Jacobi calls this a 
transformation of even degree ) and one in which the degree 
of the numerator exeeeds that of the denominator by 1 ( or 
odd degree )• In both esses the terms of the denominator 
contain only even powers of x f and the numerator only odd 
powers. 
In the transformation of even degree y has the form 
The quantities V t U f V-U, V * U, V- U are all of 
even degree ( since the denominator V is of higher degree 
than the numerator ) end we may place 
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(1) V 4 U = (1 f x )( l*kx ) A 2 
(2)V-TJ = ( l - x ) ( 1-kx ) B 2 
(3) V * A U = C 2 
(4) V - > 0 = D 2 
( A,B fC f & D are rational integral functions of x ) 
It is necessary to be able to determine A fB fC fD 8nd 
k from the equations between the coefficients. Since 
V is unaltered when x changes sign, but U is changed to 
-U equation (2) will follow immediately, from (l) and 
(4) from (3). So equations (l) end(3) 8re all that 
may be used for the determination of these quantities. 
If it is possible to determine A t3 #C & D as rational 
functions of x our problem is solved for this esse, 
since YAd-U*A/ 
The numerator is already a rational function of x and 
the denominator will have the form ABCD l-x2)(l-k2x^) 
173 have imposed on V 4 A U the condition that 
it have m pairs of equal linear factors, and upon V4U 
that it have ra-1 pairs of equal factors, and also the 
factor(l 4 x}, giving in all 2m conditions to be ful-
filled but this^is the number of undetermined 
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coefficients in y; which shows that the problem nay be 
solved. 
The substitution of add degree is shown to 
be possible in a similar maimer. Here y has the form 
X ( *> + *> * *CL X ; 
7 J*"? 77:""..H4^\V7C 
In this case T * U F T - U, V 4 > U , V- A U are of odd 
degree and so we place 
(1) V f D = (1 4 x )A2 
(2) V - u = (1 - x)B 2 
(3) V * u = (1 * kx )C 2 
(4) V - u = (1 - 3ac )D 2 
As before equations 1 and 3 are all that must be sat-
isfied. Each of these requires conditions imposed upon 
m linear factors, and that one of the factors of V*U be 
r 
[1 f x), making altogether 2m 4 1 conditions which 
8gain is just the number of undetermined coefficients. 
